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ABSTRACT: The handling of very heavy unit loads, such as 
semifinished or finished sections of ships' hulls, ships' su 
perstructures and sections of ships' superstructures in which at 
least one lifting means provided with holding means is 
mounted on at least one multiwheeled vehicle capable of 
being steered throughout 360°. The vehicle is moved into posi 
tion beneath the unit load, the lifting means and holding 
means actuated to elevate and hold the load, the vehicle is 
then driven to the desired location and by maneuvering of the 
vehicle, the lifting means and the holding means, the unit load 
is placed in the required position. 
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3,612,312 
METHOD FOR HANDLING VERY HEAVY UNITLOADS 
This invention relates to a method for handling very heavy 

unit loads such as for example semifinished or finished sec 
tions of ships' hulls, or ships' superstructures or sections of 
ships' superstructures. 

It was customary in the construction of submarines as a 
result of large scale production due to war conditions, to 
fabricate the submarine's hull from factory produced 
semifinished or substantially finished individual sections al 
ready equipped with a large portion of the submarine's inter 
nal gear and which sections were then welded together in the 
ship yard in order to limit the work required to complete the 
submarine to a minimum. 

Efforts to accomplish rationalization make it appear highly 
desirable to apply the above-mentioned method to the build 
ing of large ships or vessels so that the construction time which 
is still between approximately between 6 and 18 months at the 
present time dependent of course, upon the size of the ship, 
can be limited to approximately 1 month and achieve as wide 
a diversification of types as possible by having available a large 
number of standardized ships' hulls and superstructure sec 
tions which are completed as far as possible thereby enabling 
shipping companies to have a choice between a large number 
of ships of the most varied tonnage, speed, and ultimate pur 
pose which can be produced on a prefabricated unit system so 
to speak. 
The prerequisite for a practical application of such a 

method of constructing large ships or vessels with 
prefabricated units is that it be feasible to produce sections of 
a ships' hull and superstructure having dimensions of approxi 
mately 20 m. by 24 m. by 1 1 m. and a weight of substantially 
600 tons in the factory or plant by large scale constructional 
techniques. The factory production of this nature of such large 
structural units can hardly be accomplished out of doors but 
must take place in a closed structure which is in direct contact 
with the necessary part manufacturing shops with respect to 
organization of work. 
The maximum load of workshop traveling cranes is about 

250 tons for a span of some 30 meters, about 10 tons for wall 
type workshop traveling cranes having a giblength of 10 me 
ters and substantially 10 tons per cable trolley for building slip 
cranes, with it being possible to combine up to some six cable 
trolleys for handling a single load. It will be readily apparent 
from the above that the handling of structural units possessing 
the above-mentioned dimensions and weight with hoisting 
equipment already in use causes the greatest difficulties in the 
shop but even more difficulties at the slip. Aside from the fact 
that at the present time there are no installations provided 
with crane equipment which can be driven to the slip area 
from the works shed, that is to say, transfer of the load from 
one lifting apparatus to another must always occur and swing 
ing movements of the load due to the suspension thereoffrom 
the crane, arise particularly out of doors due to the wind pres 
sures which are substantially always present and which with 
load components of the order of magnitude comprehended 
herein may reach 2.5 tons. Such swinging movements may 
result in delays of hours when parts which are to be joined 
together collide and in adverse weather conditions such as 
storms may make the joining together of such ship parts im 
possible for extended periods of time. 

This invention is intended to solve the problem of handling 
very heavy loads of the above-mentioned order of magnitude 
in a safe manner without undesirable movements or shifting of 
the load which occur or the transfer from one transport means 
to another transport means being necessary. . 

Generally, the invention is directed to a method of handling 
very heavy unit loads such as semifinished or finished sections 
of ships' hulls, or ships' superstructures of sections of ships' su 
perstructures which in complete departure from the customa 
ry methods includes one or more lifting means provided with 
holding means and being mounted on one or more mul 
tiwheeled vehicles capable of being steered throughout 360' 
and which vehicles are moved beneath the unit load in 
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2 
and by proper maneuvering of the vehicle or vehicles and lift 
ing means is brought at such destination into the required 
position, If a plurality of multiwheeled vehicles are used, the 
movements of these vehicles and their lifting means are coor 
dinated from a control station located on one of the vehicles 
or the position of which can be changed in some other manner 
or arranged in a stationary position. The transmission of com 
mands from the control station to the individual vehicles is ef. 
fected preferably by direct electrical or electronic remote 
control of the individual driving, steering, swiveling, lifting 
and holding means of the vehicles and the vehicles may be 
either manned or unmanned. In the case of a manned vehicle 
the transmission of command from the control station to the 
vehicles is brought about either exclusively or in addition to an 
available electrical or electronic remote control of the vehi 
cles via electrical or electronic transmission of acoustic and/or 
optical signals to the crews of the respective vehicles. 
The invention further provides that within certain limits dif 

ferences in the individual movements actually effected by a 
suction and/or lifting and/or swiveling and/or steering means 
of the individual multiwheeled vehicles from the coordination 
commanded at any given time are permissable and that if one 
or more of such differences is exceeded in any situation, an 
alarm signal and/or the sudden arresting of all of the drives is 
activated. 

Furthermore, the present invention provides the wheels of 
the multiwheeled vehicles capable of steering throughout 360' 
can be turned in two ways namely, the wheels are set in each 
situation simultaneously and synchronously to the same 
direction of travel or are so turned in each situation with 
respect to each other that the vehicles and the load travel 
along a specific curved path. 
The present multiwheeled vehicle includes a star or spider 

shaped frame with the wheels capable of movement 
throughout 360' being arranged at the ends of legs carried by 
the frame and with one or more approximately centrally ar 
ranged upwardly projecting lifting means each of which is pro 
vided with holding means at their free ends and with the as 
sociated driving, steering, swiveling, lifting, braking and aux 
iliary assemblies together with the required transmission, con 
trol and monitoring equipment as well as areas necessary for 
fuels and the crew. 

Heretofore, multiwheeled vehicles have been employed in 
the operation of shipyards or building slips for handling large 
and heavy structural parts of ships such as bows, stern posts, 
propellers or the like, but these known vehicles are in the na 
ture of rolling platforms or rolling platforms or rolling pallets 
equipped with solid rubber tires having a very small ground 
clearance and not possessing their own drive and lifting 
means. Consequently, these vehicles are not utilizable in the 
area of the keel or launching way of the slip or in the vicinity 
of closely set supporting blocks and serve in the handling of 
such ships' components only as intermediate supports during 
the transfer of the load from one lifting apparatus to the other. 
Such vehicles do not suggest the present invention to any one 
skilled in this art. 
The individual legs of the multiwheeled vehicles frame may 

be of the same length or the legs may be longer in one prin 
cipal horizontal direction and shorter in another principal 
horizontal direction which is disposed perpendicularly to the 
first-mentioned direction in order that the vehicle does not ex 
ceed in such direction the prescribed maximum width to be 
observed regarding travel along roads, in this latter situation, 
the shorter legs may be of variable length that is to say, the 
legs may be of telescopic construction or exchangeable and if 
necessary, a plurality of the star or spider-shaped frames may 
be combined to define a vehicle frame constituting a common 
part and which as a consequence is provided with a plurality of 
separate leg centers serving for mounting a plurality of lifting 
eas. 

The wheels of the multiwheeled vehicle which are adapted 
to be rotated about vertical swivel axis are combined in each 

question, the load elevated, driven to its ultimate destination 75 situation in pairs or groups consisting of pairs of which each 
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two wheels or groups of wheels respectively are coaxial with 
one another and which can be rotated about a vertical swivel 
axis located between the two wheels in the center of their axis 
and the wheels or groups of wheels may be driven individually 
preferably electrically or from a common vehicle driving mo 
tor. Similarly, the steering of the wheels may be accomplished 
either by means of individual steering motors or 
synchronously from a steering motor common to a plurality of 
wheels or groups of wheels of the vehicle. 
The lifting means provided on the multiwheeled vehicle 

preferably are in the form of one or more telescopically exten 
sible pressure medium jacks which may be articulated to the 
frame by ball and socket joints but are preferably rigidly con 
nected thereto. The holding means arranged at the free ends 
of the lifting means which is preferably detachable is con 
nected to such means via a ball and socket joint and the lifting 
means may be constructed in the fashion of "shock absorber 
legs.' 
The holding means articulated to the free end of the lifting 

means may be defined as a spherical or ellipsoidal cup or a 
Square, rectangular or triangular trough connected to a 
vacuum system and having its concave side facing upwardly 
and equipped at the periphery thereof with a sealing bead of 
rubber or some other closely conforming material. As a 
modification, thereof, the holding means may be adapted, 
with respect to its shape to the shape of the load at the place of 
attachment. Also, a powerful holding electromagnet may 
serve as a holding means and such holding means may be in 
the nature of a piston provided on its top with a resilient pad 
with the piston being surrounded by an annular cup of flexible 
material the edge of which is equipped with a peripheral seal 
ing bead of yielding material and the interior thereof capable 
of being connected to a vacuum source. 

In accordance with a modified embodiment of the invention 
in lieu of the holding means which is preferably removably 
mounted on the free end of the lifting means, it is possible to 
mount other load-engaging means on said lifting means such 
as hooks, clamping tongs, grippers, holding claws, crane jibs, 
lift or stacker forks, semicylindrical hollow cups or bearings or 
bar-type yokes with or without anchoring belts or chains, 
pivots, swivel bearings, saddling heads, pressure rams, plat 
forms or pallets with or without lowerable supporting legs 
located exteriorally of the vehicle profile. 
The invention also includes a combination of a plurality of 

multiwheeled vehicle of the above type in which the individual 
vehicles of such combination are driven either electrically and 
connected to a central power source by trailing cables ro 
being driven electrically by an internal combustion power 
machine, 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
become more readily to persons skilled in the art from the fol 
lowing detailed description and accompanying drawings and 
in which drawings: 

FIG. 1 is a side view diagrammatically illustrating a mul 
tiwheeled vehicle combination during the transport of a sec 
tion of the ship's hull, 

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the vehicle combination and trans 
ported load illustrated in FIG. 1, 

FIG. 3 is a view in side elevation of a single vehicle of the 
vehicle combination illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the vehicle shown in FIG.3 in which 

the holding means has been deleted for greater clarity, 
FIG. 5 is a side view partly in elevation and partly in cross 

section of a constructional form of a wheel fork of a mul 
tiwheeled vehicle, 

FIG. 6 is a plan view of a holding means, 
FIG. 7 is a view partly in section and partly in elevation of a 

modified form of holding means, 
FIG. 8 is a plan view of another embodiment of a mul 

tiwheeled vehicle in which the holding means has been 
removed, 

FIG. 9 is a view partly in section and partly in elevation of 
the multiwheeled vehicle illustrated in FIG. 8, 
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4 
FIG. 10 is a front view illustrating diagrammatically a vehi 

cle combination constituted of vehicles as illustrated in FIGS. 
8 and 9 during the transport of a section of a hull of a ship, 

FIG. 11 is a plan view of another form of multiwheeled vehi 
cle in which the holding means has been deleted, 

FIG. 12 is a side view diagrammatically illustrating the mul 
tiwheeled vehicle shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 and in which a 
semicylindrical hollow shell is mounted on the lifting means in 
lieu of the holding means, 

FIG. 13 is a front view illustrating diagrammatically the 
multiwheeled vehicle shown in FIG. 12, 

FIG. 14 is a view taken along the line XIV-XIV in FIG. 12, 
the view looking in the direction of the arrows, 

FIG. 15 is a plan view diagrammatically showing a vehicle 
combination constituted of multi wheeled vehicles as shown in 
FIGS. 12-15 during the transport of a pipe of large diameter 
along a curved path, 

FIG. 16 is a plan view showing diagrammatically the vehicle 
combination shown in FIG. 15 during the transport of the 
same pipe of large diameter transversely of its longitudinal 
axis, 

FIG. 17 is a side view diagrammatically showing a vehicle 
combination formed of multiwheeled vehicles as shown in. 
FIGS. 3 and 4 with the employment of an intermediate low 
loading section, 

FIG. 18 is a plan view of the vehicle combination disclosed 
in FIG. 17, 

FIG. 19 is a side view of another vehicle combination 
formed of multiwheeled vehicles as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 
4 with the use of a platformlike intermediate portion, 

FIG. 20 is a plan view diagrammatically illustrating the vehi 
cle combination shown in F.G. 19, 

FIG. 21 is a side view diagrammatically illustrating a mul 
tiwheeled vehicle as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 and in which the 
holding means is replaced by a removable pallet provided with 
lowerable supporting legs located outside the vehicle profile, 

FIG. 22 is a plan view of the multiwheeled vehicle shown in 
FIG. 21, 

FIG. 23 is a plan view of a multiwheeled vehicle as illus 
trated in FIGS. 3 and 4 and in which the holding means is 
replaced by a stacker fork mounted on the vehicle, 

FIG. 24 is a rear view of the vehicle illustrated in FIG. 23, 
and 

FIG. 25 is a view diagrammatically illustrating the manner 
in which the vehicle shown in FIGS. 23 and 24 eliminates the 
stacker fork. 

In FIGS. 1 and 2 there is illustrated the handling of the very 
heavy load 1 of large volume such as for example, a section of 
a ship's hull with a base area of approximately 20 m. by 25 m. 
a height of about 15 m. and a weight of approximately 1,000 
tons, by means of a vehicle combination defined by mul 
tiwheeled vehicles 2 and in which the individual vehicles 2 
support the load by holding means 3. The structural details 
and arrangement of the holding means 3 will be described in 
greater detail hereinafter and at this time it is sufficient to 
state that the holding means 3 are attached in each situation 
by ball and socket joints to substantially vertical raisable and 
lowerable lifting means provided on the individual vehicles 2 
and the holding surfaces thereof are directed upwardly so that 
such surfaces rest against the load 1. The running gear and the 
lifting means of the vehicles 2 have a springiness or 
yieldingness in such a degree that movements of mutual verti 
cal displacement of the individual vehicles of the vehicle com 
bination which are caused by the particular contours of the 
ground are compensated for and during the holding of the 
load 1, the holding means 3 always adheres immovable to the 
relevant surface areas of the load to which the holding means 
have been applied. 
The individual vehicles of the vehicle combination do not 

have to be coupled to one another. However, all of the in 
dividual vehicles 2 are driven so that such vehicles are also 
able to move independently outside of the combination. To 
this end, the individual vehicles 2 are each equipped with 
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driver's cabs which however, are not illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 
2 for greater clarity. The drive of the individual vehicles 2 may 
be effected either by an electric motor or an electrically 
driven internal combustion power machine. In the first case 
the vehicles 2 are connected by trailing cables 4 to a power 
source which is either stationary or as illustrated in FIGS. 
and 2 arranged on a separate machinery and control vehicle 5. 
As the simplest manner for performing the method, the in 

dividual multiwheeled vehicles are manned and steering of 
such vehicles and the initiation of the action of the lifting 
means of the individual vehicles are effected by the drivers in 
accordance with either an acoustic or an optical command 
which emanates from a central command or control station. 
The central command or control station may either be sta 
tionary in a suitable position, located on a special command 
vehicle or on board the vehicle S. in the event of the individual 
vehicle 2 being driven electrically by an internal combustion 
power machine, the vehicle 5 serves only as a control vehicle. 
The transmission of commands to the individual vehicle 2 of 
the combination may be accomplished either by separate 
channels of the cables 4 or by radio and if necessary, only 
through loudspeakers. it is further possible for one of the mul 
tiwheeled vehicles 2 perse to function as the control vehicle. 

in lieu of the foregoing, as a modification of the method, the 
individual vehicles 2 may also be equipped in each situation 
with control amplifiers and control servomotors so that 
remote steering and remote control of the entire vehicle com 
bination is achieved from the command or control station 
either by the trailing cables 4 or by radio and the activities of 
the drivers on the individual vehicles 2 are confined solely to 
Supervising the operations occuring and reporting any special 
occurances back to the command station. This reporting back 
to the command station can be realized either by trailing ca 
bles, radio, or optical or acoustic signals. 

Lastly, as a further modification of the method, the in 
dividual vehicles 2 may be unmanned and equipped with a 
completely independent remote control system which also 
embodies automatic reporting back of the execution of a par 
ticular command to the command station as well as the auto 
matic reporting of trouble or faults to the command station. 

In all situations it is provided that in the event of the 
predetermined spring movements or distances of displace 
ment being exceeded on one or more of the vehicles 2 and as a 
consequence a danger of the holding means being discon 
nected from the load 1, an alarm signal is activated and if 
necessary, all of the drives of the entire vehicle combination 
are suddenly arrested, 
The practical execution of the transmission of commands 

under remote control which have been mentioned and of the 
control and switching functions necessary to carry out the 
commands given is possible with means known today in the 
electronic, electrical, engineering, hydraulic and pneumatic 
fields and such is not an object of the present invention. 
On the assumption that, as illustrated in FIGS. and 2, a 

very heavy load of large volume and with a weight of approxi 
mately 1,000 tons is to be moved at a maximum speed of ap 
proximately 6 km./hour, a driving output of about 70 kw. per 
vehicle is arrived at with a dead weight of substantially 20 tons 
for a single-multiwheeled vehicle and with the use of 10 such 
vehicles within the combination. The above data is intended 
only to give an approximate idea of the orders or magnitude 
occuring and may, or course, differ markedly both in the up 
ward and downward direction. 
The handling of a very heavy load takes place approximate 

ly as follows in the situation of the selected example to the 
handling of a section of the ship's hull: 
The section in question regardless of whether such section is 

a bow, a midships, or stern portion, is produced, departing 
from the usual practice, in accordance with mass production 
principles in a workshed of sufficient capacity and which has 
on at least one side thereof an extensible wall section which is 
of a height and width dimension to enable the finished section 
of the ships' hull to be comfortably driven therefrom by a vehi 
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6 
cle combination according to the invention. Advantageously, 
the ships' hull section is produced in the shed in a stagelike or 
platformlike arrangement which is provided with openings in 
those locations where the individual vehicles 2 are sub 
sequently to drive below the load and permit the free ap 
proach of the vehicles for the purpose of taking the load and 
the free departure therefrom of the entire vehicle combination 
after the load has been received. The ships' hull section is 
completed in the workshed as fast as is possible so that not 
only the ships' hull structure perse with the outer skin, frames, 
bulk heads, double bottom, longitudinal and transverse brac 
ing is therefore completed but all fittings, pipings, shafts, inter 
mediate bottoms and walls, electrical and sanitary installa 
tions, interior equipment of the individual holds, etc. are in 
stalled as completely as possible. In the event the hull section 
is to accommodate the ships' engine room, all auxiliary 
machinery and piping should also be installed as completely as 
possible so that it is only necessary to install the main driving 
engines at some later date. 
When the section in question has been completed to this 

degree, the individual vehicles 2 drive into position substan 
tially in accordance with the arrangement illustrated in FIGS. 
1 and 2, then extend their lifting means upwardly and apply 
the holding means 3 against downwardly facing walls of the 
complete ships' hull section. When a strong connection has 
been established in this manner between the individual vehi 
cles 2 and the load 1, all of the vehicles 2 elevate the load 1 
together by simultaneously extending the lifting means up 
wardly so that the load is released from its platform arrange 
ment. During this process, care is exercised so that the lifting 
devices of all of the vehicles 2 are located substantially 
uniformly and that the load is elevated as straight as possi 
ble. That is to say, trimmed in a horizontal state. This can be 
accomplished in a simple fashion by mounting spirit levels at 
suitable locations of the load and by observing the lifting 
height and load pressure of the individual lifting means of the 
various vehicles 2 of the combination. In the case of electrical 
or electronic control of the functions of the individual vehicles 
2, these observations and any corrections necessary as a result 
of such observations and may also be included in the electrical 
or electronic control process. 
When the section 1 of the ship's hull has been elevated from 

its platform arrangement and it is certain that the load is free 
on all sides and there are no longer any connections between 
the arrangement and the load, the sidewall of the workshed 
can be extended to enable the vehicle combination to move 
with the load out of the workshed and transfer the load to a 
suitable storage place out of doors. In the storage place there 
is a suitable blocking or block arrangement or a plurality of 
devices which permits or permit the free approach of the vehi 
cle combination with the load and the suitable "setting down' 
of the load on the blocks or the respective devices. This setting 
down or lowering of the load occurs substantially in the 
reverse manner to the receiving of the load. More specifically, 
the lifting means of the various individual vehicles 2 are 
lowered carefully so that the load is deposited gently on the 
blocks or the arrangement receiving the same. The holding 
means of the individual vehicles 2 are then released from the 
load and the vehicles can drive away separately or as a com 
bination to be employed elsewhere from the storage space. 

In this manner, it is possible to mass produce and maintain 
and stock a large number of ships' hulls sections of the same 
size and for the same purpose. When a certain order for a ship 
of a particular size and speed and purpose is to be executed, a 
plurality of such stocks of ships' hulls sections or superstruc 
tures or sections of ships' superstructures of different sizes and 
for different purposes then permits a suitable choice of the in 
dividual ships' hulls sections or superstructures or sections of 
ships' superstructures and the in mediate removal thereof to 
the building slip for assembly purposes. 
The transport of the particular ships' sections selected from 

the storage place to the building slip can be effected in a 
manner similar to that employed for transporting the sections 
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from the workshed to the storage place. The ships' hulls sec 
tions removed to the building slip are suitably deposited at the 
slip on the launching way by the present vehicle combination 
and are supported at such locations by means of a block ar 
rangement or system. When a section of a ships' hull is already 
in the correct position of assembly at the building slip, it is 
possible by proper maneuvering of the vehicle combination 
and by suitable maneuvering together with the lifting means of 
the individual vehicles to place each new hull section already 
at the building slip that welding of one section to the other sec 
tion can be initiated without delay. Hence, in this situation, 
the vehicle combination functions as a welding rig and the 
newly welded section of the ship is supported only after the 
welded joint has been produced between the two hull sections 
to be joined. When the newly attached hull section has been 
duly supported, the holding means 3 of the individual vehicle 
2 can be released from the outer wall of the newly attached 
hull section and the individual vehicles 2 driven away in order 
to be available at some other location. 
The transport of a finished superstructure or completed sec 

tions of superstructures is effected in a similar manner. 
Aside from the fact that, as earlier mentioned, cranes of the 

size and capacity necessary for a practical execution of the 
building of large ships on a prefabricated unit principle which 
is the subject of this invention are not available at the present 
time, the present method for handling very large and very 
heavy unit loads of the type under consideration is particularly 
advantageous as compared with conventional handling by 
means of cranes in that the difficulties herein above referred 
to which arise from the swinging of the load due to wind pres 
sure cannot arise. Due to the fact that the load is always sup 
ported, always in firm touch with the ground, oscillations are 
not possible and additionally very accurate fitting of newly ar 
rived structural units to structural units already present is 
possible. 
A further advantage of the present method in its application 

to the handling of large sections of ships is that different 
storage facilities or building slips can be serviced or served 
from a single shipbuilding shed or from a plurality of such 
sheds. This of course, is not feasible with large cranes since it 
is extremely difficult if not impossible to equip the tracks of 
large cranes of the necessary load carrying capacity with 
points. 
Of course, the application of the invention is not restrictive 

solely to the handling of large and heavy loads in connection 
with ship building purposes. For example, it is also possible by 
using single-multiwheeled vehicles or multivehicles traveling 
in a combination to handle or transport by means of the 
present method very heavy loads of large volume such as may 
arise in construction above or below ground level, port con 
struction or airport construction. A number of other such ap 
plications of the invention will be referred to in more detail 
herein after. 
A preferred embodiment of a multiwheeled vehicle for 

providing the vehicle combinations above-mentioned is shown 
in FIGS. 3 and 4. In these figures, it will be noted that the vehi 
cle includes a star or spider shaped frame 6 having two front 
legs 6a and two rear legs 6b as well as intermediate lateral legs 
6c. It will be noted that legs 6a and 6b are of greater length 
than the legs 6c and all the legs extend in a substantially 
horizontal direction from a central platform 6d. Manifestly, 
the number of the legs is not limited to six but for example, it is 
possible to provide four or eight legs. The length of the legs 6c 
is so selected that the vehicle insofar as its width dimension is 
concerned complies with regulations to be observed during 
travel of the vehicle along roads. If necessary, the lateral legs 
6c may also be extensive or exchangeable. 

It will further be noted that pairs of wheels which are 
adapted to be turned about vertical swivel axis are articulated 
to the ends of the legs 6a, 6b and 6c and the details of these 
pairs of wheels will be more fully described. It will be seen in 
FIG. 4 that pairs of wheels associated with the legs of the same 
order are combined to provide a drive unit. The frame 6 is 
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8 
preferably extended by a U-shaped frame portion 6e attached 
to the front legs 6a and from which frame portion a driver's 
cab 7 and an engine cab 8 are suspended. With respect to the 
engine cab 8, the driving engine, the associated auxiliary en 
gines of machinery switching equipment and electrical and 
electronic equipment required for operating the vehicle are 
located. An internal combustion engine denoted 9 is the driv 
ing engine or prime mover for the vehicle and is coupled to a 
generator 10 which in turn furnishes the electrical energy 
necessary for operating the various wheel-pair driving assem 
blies, the steering and control motors, the drive system for the 
lifting means and the various pneumatic and/or hydraulic or 
auxiliary drives as well for the electrical installation of the 
vehicle. Fuel and other operating material tanks may be ac 
commodated in a space 1 arranged about the engine cab 8. 
The lifting means for the vehicle is mounted on the central 
frame platform 6d with the lifting means being illustrated in 
the fully lowered condition in FIG.3 and omitted in FIG. 4 for 
clarity purposes. The holding means 3 is attached at its free 
upper end and as will be appreciated the holding means is not 
shown in FIG. 4. 
The pairs of wheels which are mounted in forks 12 and 

which wheels are denoted 13a and 13b are adapted for rota 
tion throughout 360° about central vertical swivel axis of the 
forks 12. Such ends can be accomplished for example, by 
means of chains 14 which are trained about toothed rings 15 
for the forks 2 and about toothed wheels 16 which are cou 
pled directly or indirectly to reversible steering motors 17. 
The circuitry for the steering motors 17 is so designed that 
either all the wheels of the vehicle and, in the case of a vehicle 
traveling in combination, the wheels of all of the vehicles con 
stituting the combination, are set in each instance to the same 
direction of travel, or the individual pairs of wheels of the 
vehicle and in the case of a vehicle traveling in a combination, 
the individual pairs of wheels of the individual vehicles provid 
ing the combination, are so adjusted in accordance with an 
electronic guide curve that the vehicle travels correctly along 
a curve of specific curvature in accordance with the adjust 
ment of the wheels. 
A preferred embodiment of a wheel fork can be seen in FIG. 

5 in which an antifriction bearing 18 is held by a retainer ring 
27 to which the toothed ring A5 is attached. A wheel fork 12" 
attached to the ring 27 includes a yoke 110 adjoining the ring 
27 at the bottom thereof and tubular vertical legs 111 are ad 
jacent both sides of the yoke. The upper ends of pressure 
medium jacks 112 are mounted on gimbals in the legs 11 and 
in the area of the lower ends of the legs 111 the jacks 112 are 
supported in the horizontal plane in relation to the legs by 
resilient pads 113. The lower ends of the jacks 112 are 
mounted by ball and socket joints in lateral extensions 114 of 
a differential gear 26 to which in turn vehicle wheels (not 
shown in FIG. 5) are connected. 
The above-described construction of the fork 12' is ad 

vantageous in that not only can the wheels of a pair of wheels 
mounted on the differential gear 26 oscillate or swing about 
the central axis of the gear but by means of the jacks 12 it is 
possible to effect a wheel pressure compensation which for ex 
ample when the vehicle combination is stationary permits the 
wheels of all of the vehicles 2 of the combination to be so ad 
justed that the very heavy load being handled is disposed 
precisely horizontally. In this fashion, it is possible, even if the 
floor of the slip is quite uneven, to fit the section of the ship to 
be handled quite accurately to another section of the ship al 
ready present at the slip thereby enabling the two sections to 
be welded together. In the event the jacks 12 have a pneu 
matic or pneumatic-hydraulic pressure-medium system there 
is the possibility of a resilient action. 
By virtue of the capacity for oscillation above described and 

if necessary by resilient suspension of the differential gear 26 
and the pair of wheels connected thereto, in conjunction with 
lifting means of the shock absorber leg type (to be later 
described), it is insured that when the vehicles are traveling in 
combination, the holding means 3 of the individual vehicles 2 
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cannot become detached from the surface of the load 1 being 
transported as a result of the vehicles running or traveling over 
irregularities and undulations of the ground. In each situation, 
spring movement check means known perse may be installed 
and these means, in combination with electrical or electronic 
monitoring devices known perse, and not forming an object of 
the invention, cause an alarm signal to be activated and/or all 
of the drives of the vehicle and, if necessary, of the vehicle 
combination concerned to be arrested suddenly in the event a 
certain spring movement is exceeded. 
The holding means of the vehicle 2 may, for example, be in 

the form of an adhesion cup illustrated diagrammatically in 
FIG. 6 with the cup being adapted to be placed under a 
vacuum. As a modified structure, the holding means 3 may be 
in the form of a powerful holding electromagnet. As shown in 
FIG. 6, the periphery of the holding cup is provided with a 
sealing bead 5 which may be of rubber and the interior of the 
cup is connected by hose connections (not shown) to a source 
of vacuum (not shown) since the same may be of types known 
per se. The cup 3 is also provided with internal and external 
reinforcing ribs. 

In FIG. 7 is illustrated a modified type of holding means in 
which a piston or ram 120 is articulated by a ball and socket 
joint to the upper end of a lifting means constituted by a tele 
scopic pressure-medium jack 42. The piston is covered on top 
with a pad 121 of resilient material such as rubber and an an 
nular cup 22 which is open on the top is mounted on the 
periphery of the piston 120. The annular cup is made of flexi 
ble material such as thin sheet steel or plastic and is provided 
at its peripheral edge with a sealing bead 51'. The interior to 
the cup 22 which is fixed to the piston 220 in a gastight rela 
tionship can be connected to a source of vacuum by a line (not 
shown). The dot-dash line in FIG. 7 indicate how this particu 
lar holding means behaves when the same is applied against 
bottom surface 123 of a load 1. 
The bead 51 which is located above the top edge of the pad 

12 in the unloading condition of the holding means as illus 
trated by the full lines in FIG.7, is forced downwardly through 
the application of the holding means against the bottom sur 
face 123 due to the elasticity of the annular cup 122 until the 
pad 121 is compressed to such a degree by the load it that the 
piston 120 takes the weight of the load. The weight of the load 
is thus supported only by the piston 120 while the annular cup 
122 is practically speaking, unstressed, and due to its inherent 
elasticity is merely pressed so tightly against the surface 123 of 
the load that its interior can be evacuated. This particular em 
bodiment of the holding means therefore permits particularly 
favorable reception of the load. 
An embodiment of a multiwheeled vehicle which is 

preferably supplied with a driving energy by trailing cables 
from an external source of energy, is preferably unmanned 
and hence, fully remote controlled and attention is directed to 
FIGS. 8 and 10 in which corresponding parts have the same 
reference numerals. 
Frame 60 of the multiwheeled vehicle is star or spider 

shaped and all six legs thereof are the same length. A platform 
61 on which a single lifting means 62 is provided in the center 
of the frame. The lifting device is preferably defined by a tele 
scopic pressure-medium jack which is mounted at its lower 
end by a ball and socket joint 64 is a downwardly extending 
bearing sleeve 63 provided in the platform 61. The upper end 
of the lifting means 62 is fixed to a holding cup 65 constituted 
by a circular disc having its periphery provided with a sealing 
bead 51 of rubber or the like. A vacuum line 66 communicates 
with the interior of the cup and serves to evacuate the cup 65. 
In FIG. 3, the cup 65 has been omitted for clarity. 

In addition to the main lifting means 62 for taking the load, 
the multiwheeled vehicle according to the invention as shown 
in FIGS. 3-10 also has for example, three auxiliary lifting 
devices 67 which aiso are in the form of pressure-medium 
operated jacks and serve for controlling the cups 65 with 
respect to direction as shown by the dot-dash lines in FIG. 9. 
An apronlike bell-shaped housing 68 of yieldable material 
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may be attached to the cup 5 and this housing covers the 
drives of the vehicle mounted on the frame 60 and the as 
sociated auxiliary equipment when the cup 65 has been 
lowered. The control equipment and associated electrical and 
electronic installations are likewise advantageously arranged 
on the frame 60 in special housings (not shown). 

In the embodiment shown in FGS. 8-10 the wheel drive is 
effected by electrical driving motors 57 with the steering of 
the pairs of wheels being effected by hollow shafts which are 
coupled to differential gear housings 55 of pairs of wheels 13a, 
3b. Chain wheels 69 are fixed to the upper ends of the hollow 

shafts and about which runs an endless chain 70 driven by an 
electric steering motor 71. The chain is held in a star-shape 
matching the star or spider shape of the frame 60 by spring 
loaded tensioning rollers 72 whereby all of the pairs of wheels 
13a, 13b are always held in the same direction of travel and 
the vehicle is capable of movement in any direction in a 
horizontal plane. As shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, only every 
second pair of wheels 13a, 13b is provided with a driving 
motor 57 and such an arrangement would probably be suffi 
cient from a viewpoint of power for most applications of the 
vehicle. In the event a particularly great propelling power is 
necessary, all of the pairs of wheels may naturally be equipped 
with driving motors. 

F.G. () illustrates a vehicle combination constituted by the 
vehicles shown in FGS. 8 and 9 during the handling of a hull 
section of a ship. Dependent upon the size and power of the 
vehicles 2 and the size and weight of the load to be handled, . 
four to ten multiwheeled vehicles 2 would probably be suffi 
cient for such a handling operation. 
The multiwheeled vehicle illustrated in FIGS. 8 and 9 in 

comparison with the forms previously described is ad 
vantageous in that it is symmetrical in construction and power 
in all directions. Consequently, such vehicle would undoub 
tedly be particularly suitable for operation in ship yards and 
building slips. 
The multiwheeled vehicle shown in FIG. 11 resembles in its 

essential structure the vehicle disclosed in FGS. 3 and 4. The 
individual wheel forks 12" of this embodiment correspond 
structurally to the forks shown in FIG. 5 but two double 
wheeled groups 13a', a3b' are connected in each situation to 
the differential gears of the forks 12'. The differential gears 
are not visible in F.G. 1 and the arrangement may be such 
that in each situation those wheels of the double-wheeled 
groups which face the differential gear are driven while the 
two outer wheels of such double wheeled groups runs idle. 

Electric driving motors 21a, 21b of each wheel set and 
which motors are connected as differential electric drives are 
arranged separately and fixedly on vehicle frame 6'. The front 
and rear wheel sets may be driven whereas the intermediate 
wheel set may be without a drive. 

In other respects the vehicle illustrated in FIG. 11 is in all 
essential details the type shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 but with the 
difference that such vehicle is capable of taking substantially 
larger loads whereby for example, assuming the size and 
weight conditions earlier pointed out four such vehicles would 
be sufficient for transporting a hull section of a ship. This is 
particularly efficacious in that it is simpler to drive below the 
loads to be transported and the rigs supporting the loads in the 
ship building shed and at the storage location can be of sim 
pler structural design. 
A number of modified embodiments of the multiwheel vehi 

cle are illustrated in FIGS. 12-25. In all of the embodiments to 
be herein after described, the guiding principle consists in that 
the lifting device mounted in the center at which the legs of 
the frame are united is not only suitable for holding or sup 
porting a holding means but can be provided with a plurality 
of different load engaging means so that the vehicle can be 
used both separately and in combination for the most diverse 
types of load handling. The arrangement is such that the lifting 
means can be equipped optionally at its upper end both with a 
ball and socket joint and with a rigid fixing flange whereby the 
load-engaging means in question can be connected either in 
an articulated manner or rigidly to the lifting component. 
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In FIGS. 12-14 there is shown in multiwheeled vehicle of 
the type illustrated in FIGS. 3-6 and there is mounted by 
means of a ball and socket joint on the lifting means thereof a 
bearing yoke 73 in lieu of the holding means 3. The yoke 73 is 
constituted by a hollow cylindrical cup or shell which is open 
at its top and on which heavy cylindrical unit loads of large 
volume such as for instance, tubular steel tunnel sections, tu 
bular steel mine gallery sections, steel shaft sections or large 
cylindrical metal tanks can be placed. If necessary the load 
can be lashed down by means of a holding belt or strap 74. 
Lifting device 42 corresponds essentially to the above 
described lifting device and it can be seen that the bearing 
yoke 73 is mounted by a holding flange 75 via a ball and 
socket joint and removably on the upper end of the lifting 
device 42 and is supported on both sides by two auxiliary lift 
ing devices articulated by ball and socket joints to both the 
holding flange 75 and the vehicle frame. The auxiliary lifting 
devices correspond substantially to the devices 67 shown in 
FIGS. 8 and 9 and for which reason the same are designated 
67. The lifting devices 42 and 67 permit the raising and if 
required, a lateral tilting of the yoke 73 whereby easy loading 
of the load is possible. At the same time, the articulation of the 
lifting devices to the flange 75 by ball and socket joints allows 
relative movements about the transverse axis of the vehicle 
between the load and the vehicle when the vehicle travels over 
uneven terrain. 

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate a vehicle combination constituted 
by two vehicles of the type illustrated in FIGS. 12-14 during 
the transport of a long pipe section having a large diameter. 
The two vehicles 2 hold the load 1 as indicated diagrammati 
cally by dot-dash lines via holding yoke 73 and it will be as 
sumed that the pairs of driving wheels of the two vehicles are 
each adapted to be set jointly to the same direction of travel or 
are each adapted to be steered independently of one another. 
The first-mentioned type of steering has already been 
described in detail. According to one embodiment, the 
second-mentioned type of steering can be realized in that the 
individual pairs of wheels and drive assemblies can be discon 
nected from the steering drive, setting them jointly to the same 
direction of travel and can be connected to the mechanical 
and if required pressure-medium actuated steering 
mechanisms of a type known perse which allow an adjustment 
of the wheels to a specific curve or turn radii having the cor 
rect curvature. As a modification of the above, each pair of 
wheels of the vehicles may be driven by a separate electric 
steering motor in which case the steering motors are con 
nected to a steering control system of electrical or electronic 
type which allows both a simultaneous turning of all of the 
steering motors to the same direction of travel or an adjust 
ment of the individual pairs of wheels which has the correct 
curvature for the purpose of traveling along curves of specific 
radii of curvature with it being possible to employ electroni 
cally stored curvature patterns. This last-named method of 
steering is especially suitable for the remote control of the 
vehicles. FIG. 15 illustrates a vehicle combination of this type 
when traveling along a curve with a certain curvature and FIG. 
16, the same vehicle combination with its pairs of wheels set 
transversely of the longitudinal axis of the load to be handled. 
It is immediately obvious from the drawings that the present 
multiwheeled vehicles enable the execution of the most 
diverse handling maneuvers in a very small operating area. 

In FIGS. 17 and 18 there is disclosed a vehicle which cor 
responds substantially to that shown in FIGS. 3-6 and the two 
vehicles 2 however, are provided with holding cups 76 in the 
form of circular discs. The discs are mounted on main lifting 
devices 42 by means of ball and socket joints and the cups are 
adjustable in direction by auxiliary lifting devices which are 
similar to the lifting devices 67. The cups 76 of the vehicle 2 
are applied against the lower surface of substantially L-shaped 
extensions 77 of a low loading platform 78 which in effect 
constitutes a connecting link articulating the vehicles 2 to one 
another. The steering of this vehicle combination can again be 
accomplished in the manner described in connection with 
FIGS. 15 and 16. 
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FIGS. 19 and 20 illustrate yet another way of providing a 

vehicle combination from two multiwheeled vehicles and the 
vehicles 2 are again equipped with adjustable holding cups 76 
defined by circular discs articulated to the main lifting devices 
42 by ball and socket joints and supported by auxiliary lifting 
devices 67. In this situation, the cups 76 are applied against 
the bottom surface of a large platform 80 which is reinforced 
by cross beams 79 and which structure also constitutes a con 
necting link articulating the vehicles 2 to one another. The 
area of the platform 80 may be of such a size that the platform 
projects beyond the area of the two vehicles 2 as readily ap 
parent in FIG. 20. The steering of this vehicle combination 
may be provided in the manner mentioned in connection with 
FIGS. 15 and 16 and if necessary the vehicles 2 may be inter 
connected in a releasable fashion by rigid connecting con 
ponents 81. 
Both the articulated and rigid connecting links which have 

been described and which are located between the vehicles of 
the vehicle combinations disclosed in FIGS. 17-20 may be 
provided with apparatus for transferring driving energy and/or 
signals and/or fuel and lubricants from vehicle to vehicle. 
Moreover, the load cannot only be handled by a shunting 

procedure by being moved sideways or along curves as desired 
but by raising or lowering, the load can be lifted, lowered or 
inclined in any desired manner and in conjunction with suita 
ble bearing blocks, trestles, or ramps, can be picked up or 
deposited as the case may be. 
A particularly practical aspect of employing individual mul 

tiwheeled vehicles or such vehicles traveling in combination is 
obtained when the same are employed in combination with 
pallets provided with support legs and in which the legs are ar 
ranged so that they can be lowered outside of the vehicle's 
profile. FIGS. 21 and 22 illustrate a single nultiwheeled vehi 
cle in combination with a pallet of this type having support 
legs during the unloading of a very heavy load of large volume 
such as a turbogenerator onto a railway vehicle. A holding cup 
76 in the form of a circular disc is articulated by a ball and 
socket joint to the lifting device 42 and is adjustable in 
direction by one or more auxiliary lifting devices 67. The cup 
76 is applied against the bottom surface of a support leg-type 
pallet 82 (known perse) provided with lowerable support legs 
83 arranged on both sides thereof and located outside the 
profile of the vehicle. The legs 83 are arranged on laterally ex 
tensible arms 84 of a known type and load 85 rests on the pal 
let 82. This particular load is to be unloaded onto a flat railway 
car denoted 86. 
When arms 84 are retracted the support legs 83 of the pallet 

are normally in a raised position whereby the pallet forms a 
combined whole with the vehicle 2 and the load 85. As shown 
by the dot-dash lines in the upper portion of FIG. 22, the 
wheeled-vehicle first travels in the direction indicated by 
arrow A into a position parallel to a railway track 87. The 
pairs of wheels of the vehicle 2 are then turned through 90 
and the vehicle now travels sideways in the direction indicated 
by arrow B onto the railway track 87 so that the vehicle is 
positioned in front of the car 86. The arms of the support legs 
83 are now extended so far on both sides of the pallet 82 that 
the legs 83 can obtain a firm hold on the ground in the lowered 
condition. The pallet 82 and the load 85 are then elevated by 
the lifting device 42 and at the same the legs 83 can be 
lowered onto the ground to the same extent. When the pallet 
82 has been raised to such an extent that it is possible for the 
vehicle 2 to travel comfortably from between the legs of the 
pallet and it is possible for the railway car to travel between 
the legs 83, that is legs 83 are fixed in this position of the pallet 
82. The cup 76 is now released from the bottom surface of the 
pallet and the lifting device 42 and auxiliary lifting devices 67 
are lowered. After a coupling rod 87a has been attached 
between the vehicle 2 and the flat car 86, the pairs of wheels 
of the vehicle are again swung through 90 and the vehicle 
moved in the direction denoted by arrow C thereby drawing 
the car 86 along therebehind until the car is located centrally 
below the pallet 82. The legs 83 are then lowered slowly 
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whereby the pallet 82 is set down slowly on the platform of the 
car 86. Lastly, the legs 83 are fully raised and the arms 84 are 
again retracted in order that the prescribed unobstructed out 
line of the car 86 is maintained. 
As a modification of the construction above-described, the 

arms 84 may also be fully withdrawable from the pallet 82 in a 
known manner whereby the legs 83 can be completely 
removed from the pallet 82. In this situation, the support legs 
83 are preferably provided with rollers 88. 
A hydraulic system 89 which is provided on the vehicle 2 for 

operating the lifting devices 42 and 67 may be used for operat 
ing the legs 83 of the pallet 82. In this situation the same are in 
the nature of telescopic hydraulic jacks or equipped with an 
electric drive in the event an electrical system is provided in 
lieu of the hydraulic system 89. The legs 83 can be connected 
by means of hoses or cables 90 and corresponding plug 
sockets to the hydraulic system or electrical system respec 
tively of the vehicle 2. 
A further possibility of utilizing the multiwheeled vehicle as 

a single vehicle is shown in FIGS. 23-25 and the vehicle 2 may 
be of the type having the basic structure illustrated in FIGS. 3 
and 4. A stacker fork arrangement 91 (illustrated in detail in 
FIG. 23) is provided as auxiliary equipment. The stacker fork 
arrangement is defined essentially be a double armed lever 92 
which can be mounted on the vehicle 2, a supporting leg 93 ar 
ticulated to one end of the lever and a stacker fork 94 articu 
lated to the other end of the lever. The inclination of the fork 
94 can be adjusted with respect to the lever 92 by a pressure 
medium drive assembly 95 and a counterweight 97 can be 
moved along the lever 92 by another pressure-medium drive 
assembly 96. A ball cup 98 is arranged on the underside of the 
lever 92 at approximately the middle thereof and the cup can 
be caused to coact with the lifting device 42 of the vehicle 2. A 
bearing lug 99 is arranged on the underside of the lever 92 
substantially halfway between the cup 98 and the point of ar 
ticulation of the leg 93 and bearing hole 100 of the bearing lug 
can cooperate via a disengageable bearing pin with a cor 
responding bearing hole 101 arranged laterally in a suitable 
position on the vehicle 2. Furthermore, bearing blocks 102 for 
the fork.94 are arranged in suitable positions on the vehicle 2. 

This particular arrangement operates as follows and atten 
tion is directed to FIG. 24 in which the stacker fork arrange 
ment is shown in solid lines when the fork 94 is lowered and in 
dot-dash lines when the fork is raised ans supported on the 
bearing blocks 102. More particularly the raising and lowering 
of the fork 94 is effected by swinging the lever 92 about its 
pivot bearing 100, 101 on the vehicle frame and by simultane 
ously shifting the counterweight 97 along the lever. Simultane 
ously, the fork 94 is held in the correct position at any given 
time by means of the pressure-medium drive assembly 95. The 
swinging of the lever 92 is brought about by the lifting device 
42 of the vehicle 2 and during all these maneuvers the support 
leg 93 of the stacker fork arrangement is either folded or 
retracted into an inoperative position or is removed complete 
ly from the lever 92. 

in the event it is desired to remove the stacker fork arrange 
ment from the vehicle 2, no external aid of any type is necessa 
ry. On the contrary, with the fork 94 lowered, the support leg 
93 is attached to one end of the lever 92 and the counter 
weight shifted along the lever up to the fork 94 whereby the 
excess weight of the entire arrangement acts to the left of the 
cup 98. The lifting device 42 is then raised to such an extent 
that the pivot bearing 100, 101 of the lever 92 is relieved of 
load and the pin of the pivot bearing can then be withdrawn 
from the holes 100, 101 and by raising the lifting device 42 
further, the lever 92 is then swung to such a degree in a coun 
terclockwise direction about its point of articulation to the 
fork 94 resting on the ground that the supporting leg can be 
placed on the ground. The lifting device 42 is then lowered so 
that its upper end is released from the cup 98 of the lever 92. 
The stacker fork arrangement now rests entirely free from the 
vehicle 2 on the fork 94 and on the leg 93 as is readily ap 
parent from FG, 25. The vehicle 2 can now drive out unim 
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14 
peded between the stacker fork and the lever 92 together with 
the supporting leg 93 so that it can be used for other purposes. 
The remounting of the stacker fork arrangement is effected in 
a substantially reverse fashion. 
A fork stacker vehicle which can be employed in a particu 

larly large number of ways is realized when the stacker fork ar 
rangement which has just been described is used in connection 
with a multiwheeled vehicle as illustrated in FGS. 8 and 9. Of 
course, it is also advantageous when the vehicle is used in 
combination with the stacker fork arrangement to connect the 
pressure-medium drive assemblies 95 and 96 serving to actu 
ate the fork 94 and shift the counterweight 97 to correspond 
pressure-medium plug sockets of the vehicle by corresponding 
hoses (not shown) and in this manner effect actuation of such 
drives by the pressure-medium system present on the vehicle. 

in the above descriptions only a number of preferred exam 
ples of the handling method and of the multiwheeled vehicles 
serving to carry the same into effect and of the auxiliary equip 
ment which may be used in conjunction with such vehicles 
have been shown and described in detail. Of course, the inven 
tion is not limited to these details but covers all equivalent 
means appreciated by an expert. More specifically, electric 
motor drives may be replaced by pressure-medium drives or 
electrical or electronic control systems by hydraulic or pneu 
matic control systems to such an extent as these arrangements 
are known for the present state of the art has having the same 
effect. In numerous cases it will be appropriate to replace the 
pressure-medium drives described as hydraulic drives by 
pneumatic pressure-medium drives. It would probably be ad 
vantageous primarily to construct the lifting pillars or posts of 
the vehicles as hydraulic telescopic components that in the 
practical application and carrying into effect of the invention, 
the construction of such lifting pillars as pneumatic telescopic 
pillars frequently will be appropriate. In certain cases, 
mechanical equivalents such as rack drives, screw spindle 
drives, pantographs are feasible as equivalents for hydraulic or 
pneumatic lifting pillars. 

I claim: 
1. A method of handling very heavy unit loads and more 

particularly semifashioned sections of ship's hulls, ship su 
perstructures or sections of ship's superstructures, comprising 
providing at least two multiwheeled vehicles capable of being 
steered throughout 360°, mounting at least one lifting means 
having holding means on each vehicle, moving the vehicles 
into position beneath the unit load, actuating the lifting means 
to elevate and hold the unit load, driving the vehicles with the 
thus held unit load to the desired destination, actuating the 
lifting means and holding means to bring the unit load to the 
required position, and coordinating the movements of the 
vehicles and their lifting means from a control station. 

2. A method of handling very heavy unit loads and more 
particularly semifinished sections of ship's hulls, superstruc 
tures or sections of ship's superstructures, comprising provid 
ing at least two multiwheeled vehicles capable of being steered 
throughout 360, mounting at least one lifting means having 
holding means on each vehicle, moving the vehicles into posi 
tion beneath the unit load, actuating the lifting means to 
elevate and hold the unit load, driving the vehicles with the 
thus held unit load to the desired destination, coordinating the 
movements of the vehicles and their lifting means from a con 
trol station, and setting all of the wheels of the vehicle simul 
taneously to the same direction of 

3. A method of hanging very heavy unit loads and more par 
ticularly semifinished sections of ship's hulls, ship's su 
perstructures or sections of ship's superstructures, comprising 
providing at least two multiwheeled vehicles capable of being 
steered throughout 360, mounting at least one lifting means 
having holding means on each vehicle, moving the vehicles 
into position beneath the unit load, actuating the lifting means 
to elevate and hold the unit load, driving the vehicles with the 
thus held unit load to the desired destination, actuating the 
lifting means and holding means to bring the unit load to the 
required position, coordinating the movements of the vehicles 
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and their lifting means from a control station, and remotely 
steering the wheels of the vehicle so that the vehicles and unit 
load travel along a specific curved path. 

4. A method of handling very heavy unit loads and more 
particularly semifinished sections of ship's hulls, ship su 
perstructures or sections of ship's superstructures, comprising 
providing at least two multiwheeled vehicles capable of being 
steered throughout 360, mounting at least one lifting means 
having holding means on each vehicles, moving the vehicles 
into position beneath the unit load, actuating the lifting means 
to elevate and hold the unit load, driving the vehicles with the 
thus held unit load to the desired destination, actuating the 
lifting means and holding means to bring the unit load to the 
required position, and transmitting commands from a control 
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station to the individual vehicles to control electrically the in 
dividual vehicles, lifting means, and holding means. 

5. The method of handling very heavy unit loads as claimed 
in claim 4 further comprising transmitting commands from the 
control station to each vehicle via acoustic and/or optical 
signals. 

6. The method of handling very heavy unit loads as claimed 
in claim 4 comprising transmitting commands from the con 
trol station to each vehicle via acoustic and/or optical signals, 
and further including initiation an alarm signal if a permitted 
difference in the vehicles' movement from the commanded 
coordination is exceeded. 


